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ABSTRACT
YouTube is a world-famous video sharing interactive platform which allows its users to rate,
share, save, comment, and upload the content. Unlike popular videos which get number of
likes and views by the time they are stated as popular, YouTube trending videos represents
the content which is gaining viewership over a certain time period and has a potential to be
popular. Despite their importance YouTube trending video’s analysis have not been a wellresearched area yet. This research proposes to analyse interactive features to determine
correlation and importance of variables for the trendiness of a video. Study focuses on how
interactive video features helps a video trend on YouTube. Research is based on YouTube
trending video’s viewership statistics of more than 40000 videos over a certain time period.
Since trending video statistics consists of number of Views, Likes, Dislikes and Comment
counts, the research performed Linear regression model of Machine Learning for predictive
analysis of number of views for YouTube trending videos. In addition, the study performs a
comparative analysis of a number of classification models namely Random Forest, SVM,
Decision Tree, Logistic Regression and Gaussian Naïve Bayes, to determine which model
suits better for predicting the number of days a video will take to get trending from its
upload time and the number of days a video will trend on the trending list. Research
achieved maximum accuracy of 62.53% for predicting YouTube’s trending video’s lifecycle.
Cross Validation method have been used for statistical significance testing and the
performance evaluation matrix has compared and determined the most useful classifiers.
Furthermore, this research follows CRISP DM methodology design with correlational
quantitative research method. Study will bring objectivity towards the popularity constraint
of YouTube trending videos.
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
YouTube is the largest online video sharing platform in the world. Founded in 2005 YouTube
now has become a cosmos in its own. With over 4 billion views per day YouTube is the most
suited platform for user generated content (Iman Barjasteh et al., 2014). YouTube offers
interactive video features for public and content creators such as Views, which denotes the
total number of viewership gathered by the particular video till date. Generally, the number
of views determines the popularity of videos and it takes a certain amount of time for a
video to become popular. There is always some content which catches attention of masses
in a short period of time and such content falls under the YouTube’s trending videos
feature. Although trending videos cannot be called popular when featured under trending
tab in YouTube but have the potential to be popular in the future. Despite their importance
YouTube trending videos have not been a well-analysed area yet. Considering that over a
billion unique users visit YouTube in a month and 72 hours of video is uploaded over
YouTube per minute it has become one of the largest platforms for business (Iman Barjasteh
et al., 2014). YouTube opened these new revenue streams in 2013 where brand
management, advertising, promotion like businesses have been introduced. Whenever a
video gains popularity, it is made available to the large number of viewers for free and it
gains masses attention for a while. It is hard to keep track of which content might get
trending in near future or might become popular, hence predictive analysis using Machine
Learning is introduced.

Figure 1.1 YouTube Trending page

Past studies focused on early observations of a video statistics to predict the popularity of
the video. Few explored the random virality of video resulting in burst of views for the
video. Current study follows CRISP DM methodology and it implements Machine Learning
algorithms Random Forest, SVM (Support Vector Machine), Decision Tree, Logistic
Regression and Gaussian Naïve Bayes classifier for classification method and Linear
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Regression for regression approach in predictive analysis of YouTube trending video’s life
cycle.
This research helps YouTube to analyse and predict the lifecycle of a trending content so
that it can build its business model around that content accordingly. Content creators or as
they are called YouTubers also generate revenue from their videos. YouTube is the sole
source of income for a lot of YouTubers and this study will help creators to analyse their
contents life cycle and make improvements in required areas. Such as feedback from
viewers is a very important aspect for YouTubers as they can understand that how their
content is being received by people, and this study helps YouTube and YouTubers
understand how the interactive features affect their videos performance on the social
platform.

Figure 1.2 YouTube trending

1.2 RESEARCH QUESTION
Comparative analysis of Machine Learning algorithms for YouTube trending video’s life cycle
prediction by analysing YouTube’s trending videos statistics data.
The thesis analysed YouTube’s trending videos statistics of over 40000 videos, collected over
a period to answer the research problem. The key factors of this study are as follows:
1.2.1 correlation between features
Basic statistical analysis performed over the dataset. Dataset is obtained from Kaggle (J,
2017). Dataset contains unsupervised data hence, to turn the dataset into supervised data
two target variables (Labels) are created for respective predictive analysis problems. Dataset
contains regular YouTube features such as number of Views, Likes, Dislikes, Comments
count, Comments_disabled, Ratings_disabled, Category Id, Trending date e.g. Initial
observations will be to determine, how interactive video features helps a video trend on
YouTube? is having a large number of views required for a video to trend? how important is
the Correlation between features?
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1.2.2 Comparative analysis of ML classifiers for predicting YouTube trending video’s lifecycle
Thesis implemented comparative analysis of Machine Learning algorithms specifically
Random Forest, SVM (Support Vector Machine), Decision Tree, Logistic Regression and
Gaussian Naïve Bayes classifier to determine which classifier is best suited for forecasting.
YouTube trending video’s life cycle is analysed into two parts –
•

Predicting the number of days video will take to get on trending list

The first part of a trending video’s life cycle is to rise above competition hence, Classifiers
analyze and predict the number of days it will take for a video to get on the trending page
on YouTube since its upload on the social platform.
•

Predicting the number of days video will trend on trending list

The second part of life cycle starts after the video gets on the trending list on YouTube.
Classifiers analyze and predict the number of days a video will trend on the trending page
on YouTube since its first trending day on the social platform.
This research will help YouTube into key factors such as marketing, advertisements, and
brand management.
1.2.3 Predictive analysis of number of views for YouTube’s trending videos
Since trending video statistics consists of features such as number of Views, Likes, Dislikes
and Comment counts etc. research performed a Linear regression model of Machine
Learning for predictive analysis of number of views for YouTube trending videos. This study
will help YouTube as well as YouTubers to garner business from a trending videos life cycle.

1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Aim –
Assist YouTube and YouTubers with decisions relating to YouTube video’s lifecycle
forecasting using Machine Learning.
Objectives –
To analyse and compare different Machine Learning classification algorithms trained on
YouTube’s trending videos statistics data to predict the estimated lifecycle of a video. The
objectives are:
•
•
•

Model identification – best model selection through comparative study
Model fitting – fitting all the models on trained data
Model evaluation – evaluating results with significance testing

1.4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES
Thesis followed the traditional CRISP DM methodology as it is a very simple and go to
process for Machine Learning and Data Analysis projects since decades. CRISP DM
methodology is very efficient as it covers the business aspect of a project as well as its
technical side. Hence, CRISP DM holds a dominant share in methodology domain even after
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decades. CRISP DM consists of 6 steps Business understanding, Data understanding, and
Data preparation, Modeling, Evaluation and Deployment process for identifying, selecting,
and assessing the most suitable model for projects business effectiveness. For this
dissertation proposed steps are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Step 1: Business Understanding, Business objectives
Step 2: Data Understanding, Sample data collection, explore and describe the data
Step 3: Data Preparation, Modify the data to select and encode the attributes,
Integrate data
Step 4: Data Modeling, Identify and implement models, Significance Testing
Step 5: Data Evaluation, Evaluate findings, Compare models
Step 6: Deployment

Thesis have a business outlook as it helps the social media giants YouTube to understand
and enhance the behaviour of trending video’s life cycle and the importance of features in
video’s success, also study helps YouTubers to garner their videos accordingly. Hence, CRISP
DM methodology is preferred because of its emphasis on business aspect of a project.

1.5 DISSERTATION OUTLINE
Research covered prediction models; the algorithms used to fit the model and optimization
technique for obtaining better performance and accuracy. The performance evaluation
matrix analysed and selected the better suited models. Various feature selection
parameters help determining the best attributes that are positively correlated with the label
for model fitting.
The proposed study followed CRISP DM methodology and the report roadmap is as follows,
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction – This chapter includes background, research problem, aim and
objectives and hypothesis to be tested.
Literature Survey – This chapter includes existing study of YouTube’s trending videos
using journals and books which includes concepts and models for prediction
Methodology – This chapter follows CRISP DM methodology to implement and
conduct the thesis. The methodology is tailored according to research.
Implementation – This chapter conducts the data analysis for research.
Results – This chapter includes discussion and evaluation of models fitted in the
research.
Scope and Limitations – This chapter covers the future scope and limitations for the
study.
Conclusion – This chapter summarizes the findings of the research and comes to
conclusion.
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CHAPTER 2 - LITERATURE REVIEW
A lot of research has been done on YouTube platform as it is one of the biggest user
generated content platform. Text mining, Natural Language Processing, sentiment analysis
are few research areas which are popular amongst peers to perform on YouTube. Despite its
importance YouTube trending videos analysis have not been a well-researched area yet.
YouTube recommendation system has been analysed by many, but trending video analysis
still holds a lot of scope.
Zhou et al. studied the impact of YouTube recommendation system on video views and
concluded that there is a strong correlation between view count of a video and average
view count of its top referred video by recommendation system (Acm.org, 2010).
Also, Davidson et al. studied recommendation system through CTR (click through rate) of
videos on home page. They conclude that recommendation by YouTube account for 60% of
all video clicks on YouTube homepage (Davidson et al., 2010).
Now, a few approaches have been made towards YouTube trending videos research such as
Prabha et. al. discussed predicting the popularity of trending videos in YouTube using
sentiment analysis. Their study chose the NLP path to predict the popularity of trending
videos. After discussing various classifiers such as naïve Bayes and KNN for building their
model Prabha et. al. proposed an algorithm using SVM to predict trending videos popularity
and concludes that their model can help increase accuracy of such predictive analysis
(Prabha, G.M. et al., 2019).
An interesting research done to measure, analyse and compare the key attributes of
YouTube by Iman et. al. their study is based on viewership statistics analysis of over 8000
trending videos over a period of 90 days. As trending videos are declared as trending in few
hours of their upload researchers were able to conduct a time series analysis method over
these videos’ life cycle for a particular time period. Granger Causality with significance
testing method of time series is performed for analysis. They combined directional
relationship analysis instead of normal correlation with GC over the trending videos. They
concluded key aspects of their findings as trending videos have clear distinct statistical
attributes rather than normal videos. Based on their GC time series forecast researchers
stated there is a directional relationship of viewership between all trending videos, also
research stated a clear viewership pattern towards popular categories (Iman Barjasteh et
al., 2014).
Also, s. Amudha et al. explored the same unstructured US_videos dataset as thesis to
analyse the YouTube trending video metadata. Study used unsupervised dataset and
implemented Machine Learning’s Decision Tree algorithm to predict the efficient courier
service. The research displayed a simplified output of views, likes, dislikes and comments
scatter plot using views ratio per category. Thesis helps in understanding attributes
importance using pre-processing analysis (s. Amudha et al., 2020).
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Krishna, Zambreno and Krishnan, explored the trend analysis of a particular sentiment in a
comment of a video. Study analysed whether the trends, forecasts, and seasonality of a
YouTube video provide correlation with the real-world events of user’s sentiments. Study
used Naïve Bayes algorithm for sentiment analysis of comments to forecast the polarity
trend of public sentiments (Krishna, Zambreno and Krishnan, n.d.). Study determines
positive correlation of a sentiment trend in comment with trending topics (videos) on
YouTube. Research methods are limited to textual content.
Szabo and Huberman explored two social platforms, Digg and YouTube. Study used simple
log transformation on the data and observed a linearity correlation between future
popularity and early view data. The relation denotes the need of linear regression as it is a
traditional logarithmic model (Gábor Szabó and Huberman, 2008). Study helps predict long
term trending cycle using initial data.
Pinto et. Al. explored the predictive analysis of YouTube’s trending videos based on S-H
model (Szabo and Huberman model). Both studies analysed YouTube videos and found that
long term popularity statistics are corelated to video’s early popularity statistics at a
logarithmic scale. Study implemented S-H model as well as their own proposed extension of
S-H model which is ML and MRBF model. Research found that, by assigning diﬀerent
weights to diﬀerent popularity samples within the monitoring period, ML and MRBF models
were better at selecting videos with diﬀerent popularity patterns. Models lead to signiﬁcant
improvement in average prediction errors (Henrique Pinto, Jussara Almeida and Marcos
André Gonçalves, 2013).
Figueiredo et al analysed videos that appear in the YouTube top lists, videos removed from
the system due to copyright violation, and videos selected by random searches in YouTube's
search engine. Research denotes that popularity growth patterns depend on the particular
video. As, copyright protected videos get most share of views much earlier in their lifecycle.
In contrast, videos in the top lists experience sudden significant boosts in popularity. Study
also found that not only search, but YouTube’s internal mechanisms also play key roles to
attract views to videos in all three samples. Research implemented a multivariate linear
(ML) model fitting the daily views of the video with different weights. Radial basis functions
were incorporated to the ML model to achieve improved but limited growth (Flavio
Figueiredo, F. Benevenuto and J. Almeida, 2011).
An interesting study explore the relationship between popularity and locality of YouTube
videos. As thesis have used US_videos dataset, there is similar datasets for each country.
Trending videos differ by region on YouTube. Research implemented CDF (Cumulative
Distribution Function) of views related to locality measure and category id. Study’s findings
demonstrate how, despite the global nature of the social platform such as YouTube, online
video distribution appears limited by geographic locality (Anders Brodersen, Scellato and
Mirjam Wattenhofer, 2012).
Li, Eng and Zhang transformed YouTube videos popularity prediction into a multiclass
problem., Instead of a forecasting the number of views, likes, dislikes, and comments and
then classifying the video. Research implemented multiple multiclass algorithms such as
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Stochastic Gradient Descent Classifier (SGD), Neuron Network (Multi-layer perceptron
classifier, MLPC), Decision Tree and Random Forest, Gradient Boosting Method and Extreme
Gradient Boosting, and Model Improvement: Class weight and Multi-level Binary Framework
to conclude that time gap, description and category are the most important attribute for
prediction (Li, Eng and Zhang, n.d.).
Feature Selection is a major aspect for predicting the YouTube’s trending videos popularity.
Chelaru et al. explored the impact of social features on ranking approaches of trending
videos. Study used SVM, GBRT, Random Forests algorithms of Machine Learning and filtered
out important social features, such as likes, dislikes, comments (Chelaru, Orellana-Rodriguez
and Altingovde, 2012).
Flavio et al. studied the importance of UGC (User generated content) as features for
predicting YouTube’s trending videos. Study implemented a new time series clustering
algorithm, called K-Spectral Clustering (KSC). And research implemented 5-fold cross
validation method for results evaluation. Study finds that clusters having lower F1 score are
harder to predict (Figueiredo et al., 2016).
Hoiles, Aprem and Krishnamurthy explored the mata-data features such as title, tag,
thumbnail and description’s impact on popularity and trendiness of a YouTube videos
(Hoiles, Aprem and Krishnamurthy, 2017). Study implemented various Machine Learning
algorithms to predict the popularity of a YouTube video based on video’s mata features as
well as other aspects such as number of subscribers etc., study shows that CI Random Forest
algorithm has the highest r2 value for prediction much like the current thesis.
Ouyang, Li and Li, explore the prediction of popularity of online videos. Study parts the
popularity forecasting problem into two tasks: video’s popularity prediction and video’s
view count prediction. Research first predict the future popularity levels of videos, with key
set of features and various classification algorithms. Then, according to the popularity levels,
study implemented a specialized regression models to predict the view count. Study was
implemented on Youku, a Chinese social media platform. SVM and KNN algorithms shows
better performance (Ouyang, Li and Li, 2016).
Trzcinski and Rokita, developed a regression method for predicting the popularity of an
online video based on its number of views. Study implements Support Vector Regression
induced with Gaussian Radial Basis Functions. Robustness and the non-linear aspect of the
developed method improves accuracy results. Research explored the impact of video’s
visual features, such as outputs of deep neural networks, on popularity prediction. Study
also denotes that popularity prediction accuracy can be improved by combining early
distribution patterns with social and visual features (Trzcinski and Rokita, 2017). Study
implements UL, ML, MRBF and SVR algorithms, Support Vector Regression algorithm gives
the better results.
Tejal Rathod and Mehul Barot explored trend analysis on twitter for predicting public
opinion on ongoing events. Study implemented various classification algorithms to predict
the positive and negative classes. SVM (Support Vector Machine) and Naïve Bayes
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algorithms have the better performances. Study is limited to textual data due to social
platforms limitation (Tejal Rathod and Mehul Barot, 2018).
Hence, there is a lot of scope for YouTube trending videos analysis with different machine
learning methods.
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CHAPTER 3 – METHODOLOGY
The proposed research follows correlational quantitative research method and integrates
the CRISP DM methodology as Model consists of 6 steps namely business understanding,
data understanding, data preparation, model, evaluation, and deployment which covers the
defecto process of a general Machine Learning project. Determining business objectives,
project plan, data collection, data cleaning, model selection and building, result evaluation
and deployment of project with review consideration all such necessary steps are covered
by CRISP DM model hence making it the first choice of data domain projects (Shearer et al.,
2000). There are different methodologies such as KDD, SEMMA, Two Crowds and many
more but CRISP DM is more complete and other methodologies are inspired from KDD and
CRISP DM (Umair Shafique and Haseeb Qaiser,2014)

Figure 3.1 CRISP DM MODEL (Shearer et al., 2000)

3.1 Business understanding
YouTube is the booming platform for business such as advertising, brand management e.g.
and it is hard to predict the life cycle of a trending video. This research can be
commercialized for Google, Yahoo, and various other advertisement services, also for the
YouTube and content creators. Project helps these three parties by helping them organise
and regulate a stable income with calculated business decisions. Hence, there a lot of
business opportunities and scope for the study.
YouTube’s recommender system can also benefit from the study as recommendation
system needs to distribute and recommend the trending videos to users. Study focuses on
implementing and determining the best performing model for forecasting a video’s life cycle
and give better solution and a path for such commercial purpose.
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3.2 data understanding
Dataset is obtained from Kaggle (J, 2017). Dataset contains regular YouTube features such as
number of Views, Likes, Dislikes, Comments_count, Comments_disabled, Ratings_disabled,
Category_Id, Trending_date, publish_date e.g. Study analysed the discrepancies in dataset,
detected the null values. Also, research studied the distribution and correlation of features
such as Views, Likes, Dislikes, Comments_count etc. using graphs and plots in python library
to understand the data and its relationship with label.
Initial observations determined; the role of interactive video features in helping a video
trend on YouTube, such as impact of having a large number of views for a video to trend.

3.3 data preparation
Dataset is in Unsupervised data format as it does not contain the dependent variable (label).
Hence, research converted unsupervised dataset into supervised dataset. Study created two
dependent variables (labels) for two classification problems respectively from the existing
Unsupervised dataset transforming it into a Supervised dataset. Thesis detected and
eliminated the null values from the data; also dropped the unnecessary columns from the
dataset. Study encoded and normalised the categorical and numerical features for the ease
of data fitting in model.
Feature selection methods such as RFE (Recursive Feature Elimination) and Chi square were
used to select the most relevant attributes according to label for modelling in research.
Study also implemented Under sampling method of data balancing to balance the number
of classes in data. Trending videos can trend for a number of days on YouTube, hence only
the first instance of a video on trending list is extracted for fitting in the model to reduce the
bias in model.
Data is cleaned and pre-processed and visualized using python libraries and environment.

3.4 Modeling
Thesis Implemented six Machine Learning algorithms on the dataset to get the desired
results. Cross Validation method is used to assess the Significance testing for comparison of
classifier’s results. Algorithms used in the research are:
ALGORITHMS
• Linear Regression
Linear Regression is the most common algorithm in Machine Learning used for determining
the relationship between variables and label. The most basic regression correlation is Linear
one. In this case,
E(Y|X) = μ(X) = β0 + β1X
A line with intercept β0 and slope β1.
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One can interpret this simple equation as Y has a relative distribution with mean μ(X). Here
Y is the predicted variable and X is the predictor (Altman and Krzywinski, 2015). In Linear
Regression value of Y increases with value of X respectively. Hence, in Machine Learning it is
used to predict the dependent variable (label) from independent correlated variables
(features) having normal distribution.

Figure 3.2 Simple Linear Regression

Study performed exploratory data analysis which confirmed the relationship between
dependent variable (views) and independent variables (likes, dislikes, comment counts etc.)
have a linear regression having a normal distribution. Hence, Linear Regression is performed
to predict the number of views for trending videos.
•

Decision Tree

Decision Tree algorithm is used for classification of labelled variable of a supervised dataset
in Machine Learning.
Classifier is based on a simple tree structure where there is one root node which has the
highest relevant attribute and branches denotes the supposed outcomes and leaf node
represents further decision or variable. Its composition resembles that of a tree with
categorical or numerical leaf nodes as a graph.

Figure 3.3 Decision Tree
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Decision Tree consists of assessors namely Entropy, Gini Index, Gain ratio and Information
Gain. The information gain is the amount of information derived about a variable from
observing another independent variable. Entropy measures the uncertainty of an
independent random variable.
Entropy – Entropy is regarded as a measure of uncertainty and randomness of output in
machine learning models. If any action has no control over its outcome, such as coin toss or
ball color in a ball, the randomness of the outcome is then estimated by the entropy of the
model.
Information Gain – The information gain is the amount of information derived about a
variable from observing another independent variable. Information Gain is an impuritybased criterion which uses the Entropy as an impurity-based measure (Lior Rokach and
Oded Maimon, 2005). Information Gain reduces model’s uncertainty level by decreasing the
entropy levels. Higher the information gain value is lower the entropy resulting into better
accuracy for the models. In decision tree, root node is the most relevant feature and
provides information gain of next decision. Here is the equation for Information Gain,

Figure 3.4 Information Gain and Entropy equation (Lior Rokach and Oded Maimon, 2005).

Study Implemented Decision Tree classification model after transforming unsupervised
dataset into supervised labelled output dataset.
•

Random Forest

Leo Breiman developed the Machine Learning algorithm of Random Forest. It is a group of
un-pruned classification or regression trees randomly selected from training set of the data
(Ali et al., 2012). Features are selected on random basis in induction process. Prediction
score is an aggregate of ensemble predictions such as majority votes in classification
problems and averaging in regression problems.
Random Forest generally provides a significant performance than a single tree classifier (Ali
et al., 2012). Random Forest algorithm is simply put an ensemble method which constructs
multiple Decision Tree classifiers while training data in model and gives output as the mode
of classes while classification or mean of classes for regression method. Random Forest is
one of the most used algorithms as its simple, flexible, and diverse in nature.
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Figure 3.5 Random Forest

Research denotes Random Forest classifier as one of the finest classifiers as it edges other
classifiers in performance for forecasting YouTube’s trending video’s life cycle.
•

SVM (Support Vector Machine)

SVM (Support Vector Machine) algorithm of Machine Learning is one of the most reliable
and popular algorithms as it works for both regression as well as classification methods.
Support Vector Machine considers extreme features of the dataset and plot a decision
boundary known as hyperplane. Support is supposed to be best at segregating two classes.
Every data point in the dataset is a support vector in SVM.
An optimal decision boundary is established with help of the nearest positive and negative
distance of support vectors D+ and D- respectively. This hyperplane provides a margin of
distance (D+) + (D-) for better classification of dataset. Most basic form of SVM is a linear
line separating the classes hence, it is called Linear Support Vector Machine (LSVM)
(Theodoros Evgeniou and Massimiliano Pontil, 2001).

Figure 3.6 Random Forest
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When the data is nonlinear Support Vector Machine works in high dimensional space
efficiently with help of its kernels hence, it is a very versatile algorithm. For linear (LSVM)
approach the formula for SVM is,
f(x) = w⋅x +b
When the dataset is nonlinear and SVM uses its kernels to plot hyperplanes in the feature
space induced by kernel K, the formula includes kernel domain K,

Advantage of Support Vector Machine are, SVM is effective in high dimensions and it is
memory efficient. Support Vector Machine works better even when number of dimensions
are greater than number of samples hence, R^N > Samples. Thesis have used Support Vector
Machine as it is one of the best classifiers for binary classification.
•

Gaussian Naïve Bayes

Naïve Bayes algorithm of Machine Learning is a classification method which follows Bayes
theorem with strong naïve assumptions that are independent. Naïve Bayes assumes
features are independent of given classes. It is called Naïve Bayes as algorithm makes some
Naïve assumptions for classifying dataset. Naïve Bayes is used extensively as it has minimal
storage and fast training properties (Pouria Kaviani and Sunita Dhotre, 2017).

Figure 3.7 Naïve Bayes Classifier (Pouria Kaviani and Sunita Dhotre, 2017).

Gaussian Naïve Bayes is an extension of Naïve Bayes algorithm. Gaussian Naïve Bayes is
considered when the dataset has a normal distribution. Gaussian Naïve Bayes is the simplest
Naïve Bayes to implement as it estimates only the mean and standard deviation from
training data. This algorithm has a probabilistic approach as it considers prior and posterior
probability calculations of the given classes in training and test data set, respectively. It
induces the distribution using,

Figure 3.8 Naïve Bayes equation (Pouria Kaviani and Sunita Dhotre, 2017).
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Thesis have implemented Gaussian Naïve Bayes classifier for forecasting the life cycle of
trending videos. Study found that it is the least performing classifier amongst others.
•

Logistic Regression

In Machine Learning when the dataset has dependent variable or Label in numeric
continuous distribution Linear Regression is used to prediction, Logistic Regression is used to
classify Dependent Variable (Label) when the data is in the form of binary classes 1 and 0.
Logistic Regression fits a S shape logistic function to the data points unlike a linear line in
Linear Regression.

Figure 3.9 Logistic Regression

A simple Logistic Regression is used when there is a binary prediction variable in dataset as
the study has. For more than two classes Multinomial Logistic Regression is used. Logistic
Regression follows a simple LOGIT mathematical concept to plot the S shaped logistic
function. LOGIT is a natural logarithmic function of an odds (binary) ration (Peng, Kuk Lida
Lee and Ingersoll, 2002). A 2*2 contingency table is derived from the LOGIT function. The
simple Logistic Regression form is,

Figure 3.10 Logistic Regression formula (Peng, Kuk Lida Lee and Ingersoll, 2002).

Usually, logistic regression is considered best for describing and testing hypotheses about
correlation between a categorical dependent (label) variable and one or more categorical or
continuous independent variables (features).

3.5 Evaluation
Evaluation phase in CRISP DM methodology evaluates the findings of models fitted on the
dataset. Thesis have used performance evaluation matrix instead of t test for evaluating the
various model’s performance as the method is more descriptive.
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•

Cross Validation

Thesis implemented K-fold Cross Validation method to compare the results obtained from
classifiers. Cross Validation method provides readers with an explanatory performance
evaluation matrix for classifiers results hence, making it easy to compare and determine the
best performing classifier model on the dataset. Cross Validation method uses subsets of
dataset such as no two subsets overlap with each other. K-fold determines the number of
subsets to be made in the dataset.

Figure 3.11 10-fold Cross Validation (Berrar, 2018).

Research preferred Cross Validation method instead of a simple t-test for significance
testing as Cross Validation provides with multiple performance majors such as Accuracy,
Precision, Recall, AUC and F1 score to assess and compare multiple classification models
used in the process. Cross Validation method derives a confusion matrix from the following
variables,
•
•
•
•

True Positive: outcome correctly predicted as positive class
True Negative: outcome correctly predicted as Negative class
False Positive: outcome incorrectly predicted as positive class
False Positive: outcome incorrectly predicted as positive class

Figure 3.12 Confusion Matrix for binary classification (Wardhani et al., 2019).

Performance measures such as Accuracy, Precision, Recall, AUC and F1 score are derived
from this confusion matrix,
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Figure 3.13 Definitions for performance measures (Wardhani et al., 2019).

Cross Validation method gives performance evaluation matrix which is simple to understand
and explain and efficient to compare and select the most efficient model.

3.6 Deployment
Deployment is where the projects findings pays off. In this last and crucial phase of CRISP
DM methodology, it does not matter how accurate models’ results are or how perfect the
model fits the data if the model is not integrated to improve the business objectives.
In deployment phase research gives scope to build an interface or an application with the
best performing model which will predict the life cycle of a YouTube video for users. An
application where user can input the current status of video’s features such as number of
views, likes, dislikes etc. and with one click the bot will predict the video’s performance
analysis for next few days. YouTube and YouTubers can benefit from such an interface as it
provides them answers with a forecasting outlook to understand when and what are the
chances of a video to get on the trending list, and For how long can a video trend on
YouTube.
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CHAPTER 4 – IMPLEMENTATION
Exploratory Data Analysis – EDA (Exploratory Data Analysis) is a method of exploring and
understanding the different distribution and relationships between variables. Initial
unsupervised dataset contains features that are views, likes, dislikes, comment_count,
category_id, ratings_disabled, comments_disabled etc. Study has explored the data
distribution and nature using visualization libraries in python.
Thesis analysed the entire unsupervised dataset using info() function. Function denotes the
number of values per column, data type of a column and if the column contains any null
values.

Figure 4.1 unsupervised dataset information

Figure denotes that dataset contains 40949 samples in every column except column
description. Description column contains some null values. Also, study analysed that dates
columns trending_date and publish_time have object as their data type instead of a
datetime format.
Research plotted histogram of certain variables to understand the distribution of data
samples. Histogram shows the variables like views, likes, dislikes, comment_count have a
very right skewed/positive graph as some of the values lie far right under the curve. Also,
variables such as comments_disabled, ratings_disabled have one class significantly larger
than other.
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Figure 4.2 Data distribution of variables

Here is a histogram of variable views to understand the right skewed nature of the
distribution better.

Figure 4.3 Data distribution of views

Some of the data points lie far right under the distribution curve as views on some videos
are way more because of their popularity. study learns that the vast majority of trending
videos have 5 million views or less. To understand the relationship between variables study
explored the distribution of data between them using scatter plot.
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Figure 4.4 correlation between views and likes

Scatter plot shows the positive correlation between views and likes features. Number of
likes increase with the number of views. Respectively there is a correlation between
variables views, dislikes, comments_count etc.

Figure 4.5 correlation between views and comments_count

Some of the comments are stagnant but study learns that most of the features have positive
correlation with each other. Positive correlation helps in obtaining better accuracy to
predict the lifecycle of trending videos.
Thesis explored non numerical columns of unsupervised dataset to explore their impact on
making a video trend. Research added a new column using lambda function to the
unsupervised dataset to denote the length of each video title, for plotting the histogram of
title length to get an idea about the lengths of trending video titles.
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Figure 4.6 Title Length of YouTube trending videos

The Title Length data distribution shows a normal distribution, where most videos have Title
Lengths between 40 and 60 character approximately. Study plotted a scatter plot between
Title Length and number of views to understand the relationship between the two
attributes.

Figure 4.7 Impact of Title Length on Views

The scatter plot helps study learn that there is no relationship between the Title Length and
the number of views. Hence, study rules out any impact of Title Length in making a video
trend. however, plot shows videos that have 100,000,000 views and more have Title Length
between 35 and 60 characters approximately.
Titles contains words, it is a marketing strategy in today’s world to use bold words to attract
attention of viewers to the videos. Research explored the most common words occurred in
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the YouTube’s trending videos titles, to understand the Impact of words on the success of a
video.

Figure 4.8 Word cloud of most common words

Trending videos contain words like Official, Trailer, Live, New, Challenge, HD etc. which
helps attracting the viewer’s attention.
Thesis extracted and added a new column from dataset for denoting the publishing day of
the video to explore the impact a day can have in the trendiness of a video on YouTube.
Publishing day column is extracted from publish_time column that denotes the uploading
date and time of the video.

Figure 4.9 publishing day of the videos
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Study learns that number of videos published on Friday, Thursday, Tuesday, and Wednesday
trend more than the number of videos uploaded on the weekend.
Research also explored the impact of publishing time in the trendiness of a video. Thesis
used these two variables in prediction analysis. Variable is extracted from publish_time
column in the dataset.

Figure 4.10 publishing time of the videos

Study learns that number of videos published at 4 pm, 3 pm, 5 pm and 6 pm trend more
than the number of videos uploaded 8 am, 7 am, 6 am.
User interactive features such as likes, dislikes, comments etc. are very important as
YouTube and content creators can understand the feedback they are receiving on the
content. YouTube allows YouTubers to disable the user rating features hence, study
analysed the impact of disabling comments and ratings into success of a video.

Figure 4.11 comments disabled of the videos

Figure 4.12 ratings disabled of the videos

Research denotes that YouTube’s trending videos have insignificant number of videos which
have their comments and ratings disabled. Hence, as a result public interactive feature
analysis will help creators to understand the impact of closing rating features or comments
of a video.
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Thesis covers prediction of YouTube trending video’s life cycle in two parts and forecasting
analysis of views of trending videos, therefore data analysis falls under three sections.

Predicting the number of days video will take to get on trending list
Thesis implementation followed the CRISP DM methodology hence,
Data Preparation –
dataset obtained from Kaggle was in unsupervised data format. Dataset did not have any
dependent variable (label) to predict. Research transformed unsupervised data into
supervised data for forecasting of YouTube trending videos life cycle.
Thesis derived a new column diff_days, which denotes the number of days a video took to
get on trending list from its publishing day. Study transformed trending_date and
publishing_day column’s datatype from object to datetime using python. Upload_day
column was extracted from publish_day column and thesis added diff_day column based on
the difference between them.

Figure 4.13 diff_days column

A trending video trends on YouTube for multiple days, thesis analysed only the first instance
of a video on the trending list to avoid feeding bias to the model. Every day the features
such as number of likes, dislikes, comments increase hence machine will get bias to predict
the number of days a video will take to get on the trending list.

Figure 4.14 First instance data of YouTube videos
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Thesis extracted 6282 samples of first instances of videos with help of video_id column
which contains unique video ids for each video. For prediction using classification models of
Machine Learning, label must be in categorical form. Thesis created the dependent variable
(label) from diff_days column transforming unsupervised data to supervised format.

Figure 4.15 Dependent variable tier created

Binary classes were created tier_1 and tier_2 using conditions in python such as if number
of days a video took to get on trending list (diff_days) is less than 1 then the class of that
video is tier_1 and if the video takes more than a day to get on trending list it belongs to
tier_2. The number days parameter as 1 here has been taken in this condition algorithm for
getting a somewhat balanced class.

Figure 4.16 tier classes

Now, that the output variable is ready, study removed the unnecessary columns from
dataset and eliminated null values. Categorical variable needs to be encoded before
modelling the data in algorithms hence, research transformed categorical output variable
into binary using Label encoder.

Figure 4.17 encoded label output

Thesis plotted Correlation between the variables to determine the best features for
forecasting.
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Figure 4.18 correlation between variables

Correlation map denotes that variables such as views, likes, dislikes, comment_counts have
positive correlation with each other. Correlation helps in feature selection but to improve
the accuracy of model thesis performed chi square test on the variables.

Figure 4.19 chi square test

Chi square test denotes the coefficients for each variable which helps in feature selection
for modeling, here first array denotes the estimate values and second array denotes the pvalues. Hence, plotting p-values,
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Figure 4.20 p-value of variables

Study selected variables such as comment_count, likes, video_error_or_removed,
comments_disabled and publishing_hour features based on chi square test as their p-value
is less than 0.5. also, study normalized the data for ease of machine’s understanding of
values.
Thesis tuned the Machine Learning models further using under sampling technique for
balancing classes in label to achieve better prediction accuracy.

Figure 4.21 Balanced tier label output

Now, the study has prepared the data to model into classification algorithms.
Modeling –
Research created a function using make scorer method in python, instead of modelling five
classification models separately it was easy to create a cross validation function. Function
performs Random Forest, SVM (Support Vector Machine), Decision Tree, Logistic Regression
and Gaussian Naïve Bayes classifiers using k fold cross validation with 5 folds.
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Figure 4.22 model evaluation function

Model evaluation function gives various parameters of performance of classifiers such as
Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F1 score.

Figure 4.23 Accuracy measure

Results show that Logistic Regression, Support Vector Classifier and Random Forest classifier
give better performance than Gaussian Naïve Bayes classifier for forecasting. Study
implemented Performance evaluation matrix to compare and detect the best model in
evaluation phase in results.
Logistic Regression classifier is comparatively better classification model for predicting the
number of days a video will take to get on the trending list. Research covered the first part
of YouTube’s trending video’s life cycle.

Predicting the number of days video will trend on trending list
After getting on the trending list on You Tube, a video generally trends for several days and
randomly goes off the list. To understand and predict the period a video will trend on You
Tube trending page, study have implemented Machine Learning’s Classification models on
the dataset.
Thesis implementation followed the CRISP DM methodology hence,
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Data Preparation –
Research extracted and created a new label from the initial unsupervised dataset with
49000 samples. Every video on You Tube contains a unique “video_id”, by counting the
occurrences of specific video_ids in video_id column in dataset study obtained the number
of days a video got trending.

Figure 4.24 Number of video frequency on trending page

Thesis created a new data frame for this predictive analysis by using look up function in
EXCEL to denote the number of records to each video based on their video_id. Study
transformed unsupervised data into supervised data and to obtain the categorical variables
into label output study transformed records column with a new binary label column trend.

Figure 4.25 Dependent variable trend created

Using conditions method in python study created the label output column trend such as if a
video trends on YouTube less than 5 days it belongs to low class and if a video trends on
YouTube for more than 5 days it belongs to High class.
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Figure 4.26 trend classes

The number days parameter as 5 here has been taken in this condition algorithm for getting
a somewhat balanced class.
Now that the output variable is ready, study removed the unnecessary columns from
dataset and eliminated null values. Categorical variable needs to be encoded before
modelling the data in algorithms hence, research transformed categorical output variable
into binary using Label encoder. Also, study normalised the data using scalar function for
ease of understanding for the machine.

Figure 4.27 encoded label output

As the prediction is about the duration a video will trend on YouTube study used only the
unique videos data. This gave a sample size of 6281 unique video count in dataset. Thesis
plotted Correlation between the variables to determine the best features for forecasting.

Figure 4.28 correlation between features
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Correlation map denotes that variables such as views, likes, dislikes, comment_counts have
positive correlation with each other. Correlation helps in feature selection but to improve
the accuracy of model thesis performed chi square test on the variables.

Figure 4.29 chi square test

Chi square test denotes the coefficients for each variable which helps in feature selection
for modeling, here first array denotes the estimate values and second array denotes the pvalues. Hence, plotting p-values,

Figure 4.30 p-value for variables

Study selected variables such as comment_count, likes, dislikes, views, and category_id
features based on chi square test as their p-value is less than 0.5. Thesis tuned the Machine
Learning models further using under sampling technique for balancing classes in label to
achieve better prediction accuracy.

Figure 4.31 balanced trend output

Now, the study has prepared the data to model into classification algorithms.
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Modeling –
Study used the same make scorer model evaluation function for predicting the number of
days a video will trend on the trending list.

Figure 4.32 accuracy measure for model 2

Results show that Random Forest, Support Vector Classifier and Decision Tree classifier give
better performance than Gaussian Naïve Bayes classifier for forecasting. Study implemented
Performance evaluation matrix to compare and detect the best model in evaluation phase in
results.

Predictive analysis of number of views for YouTube’s trending videos
Study have performed Linear regression model of Machine Learning on target variable,
which is “Views” for predicting the number of views of a video on trending list. YouTube’s
features such as Likes, Dislikes, Comments counts, category id, publishing hour, ratings
disabled, comments disabled and video error or removed have been the variables for
model.
Thesis implementation followed the CRISP DM methodology hence,
Data Preparation –
Study determined that there is moderate correlation between features that are Likes,
Dislikes, Comment counts, category id, comments disabled and the target variable views
using correlation function.
Correlation helps in feature selection but to improve the accuracy of model thesis
performed various feature selection methods on the variables.

Figure 4.33 correlation between variables
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Study used RFE (Recursive Feature Elimination) algorithm and cross validation induced
Linear Regression method for obtaining the better R2 score.

Figure 4.34 RFE output

Thesis selected features with RFE score not more than 1 which has True values. Hence,
variables such as likes, dislikes, comment_count, and ratings_disabled have been modelled
for predictive analysis. Study normalized the dataset for scaling the extreme data values
between 0 and 1.
Modeling –
The dependent variable (label) and independent variables (features) shows normal
distribution nature of data hence a simple logarithmic model is better to predict the output
variable. Research modelled Linear Regression algorithm using 70% - 30% trainset and test
set split function. Study tuned the Machine Learning algorithm using RFE and normalization
methods for getting better accuracy.

Figure 4.35 accuracy output for Linear Regression model

Research also implemented k fold cross validation induced Linear Regression model to
compare the accuracy output with the normal Linear Regression model.

Figure 4.36 accuracy output for K-fold CV induced Linear Regression

Hence, Linear Regression model of Machine Learning gives 77.3% accuracy for predicting
the number of views of a YouTube trending video.
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CHAPTER 5 – RESULTS
Evaluation –
Research performed K-fold Cross Validation method for evaluating and comparing the
multiple classifiers implemented on the dataset. Cross Validation method gives a
Performance Evaluation Matrix with key performance measures such as Accuracy, Precision,
Recall and F1 score. Matrix gives elaborated and knowledgeable results rather than a simple
hypothesis test to determine the significance in classifiers findings.

Predicting the number of days video will take to get on trending list with Classification:
A video takes certain amount of time to get trending since it is published on YouTube.
Classification models such as Decision Tree, Random Forest, Naïve Bayes etc. were
implemented on the target variable “tier” to predict the classes. Following is the
Performance Evaluation Matrix for determining significance of results.
Evaluation of Classification models on “tier” –

Figure 5.1 Performance Evaluation Matrix for “tier”

Evaluation Matrix shows that Logistic Regression classifier gives 12% better accuracy than
the least performing Gaussian Naïve Bayes classifier. Also, Logistic Regression have the 13%
and 5% higher Precision and Recall than Random Forest classifier, respectively. Support
Vector Classifier have the second-best significant performance for predicting the first phase
of a YouTube’s trending video’s life cycle.
Hence, Performance Evaluation Matrix shows that for predicting the number of days a video
will take to get on the trending list Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machine and
Random Forest classifiers give the moderate performance.

Predicting the number of days video will trend on trending list with Classification:
After getting on the trending list on You Tube, a video generally trends for several days and
randomly goes off the list. To understand and predict the period a video will trend on You
Tube trending page, Study have implemented Machine Learning’s Classification models on
the dataset.
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Classification models such as Decision Tree, Random Forest, Naïve Bayes etc. were
implemented on the target variable “trend” to predict the classes. Following is the
Performance Evaluation Matrix for “trend”.
Evaluation of Classification models on trend –

Figure 5.2 Performance Evaluation Matrix for “trend”

Evaluation Matrix shows that Random Forest classifier gives 8% better accuracy than the
least performing Gaussian Naïve Bayes classifier. Also, Logistic Regression and Support
Vector Machine have the 13% and 2% higher Recall and F1 score than Random Forest
classifier, respectively. Also, Random Forest classifier has the highest Precision of 60.59%.
Logistic Regression classifier have the second-best significant performance for predicting the
second phase of a YouTube’s trending video’s life cycle.
Hence, Performance Evaluation Matrix shows that for predicting the number of days a video
will trend on the trending list Random Forest, Logistic Regression and Support Vector
Machine classifiers give the moderate performance. Also, Study finds that Gaussian Naïve
Bayes classifier has the least significant performance to predict the YouTube’s trending
video’s life cycle.

Predicting the number of views of a video on trending list with Regression:
For predicting the number of views of a video on trending list. Thesis have performed Linear
Regression models on target variable, which is “Views”. YouTube’s features such as Likes,
Dislikes, Comments counts, category id, publishing_hour, ratings_disabled, and
comments_disabled have been the attributes for model. There is moderate correlation
between features that are Likes, Dislikes, Comment_counts, ratings_disabled, and the target
variable views.
RFE (Recursive Feature Elimination) algorithm has been used for identifying the significant
variables for modeling and obtaining the better R2 score. Thesis performed two Linear
Regression methods, a simple Linear Regression and Linear Regression with Cross Validation
where K-fold is 5.
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Results of Linear Regression models on views –
Table 5.1 Results for Linear Regression models

Model
Linear Regression

Score for r2
0.772

Cross validation induced Linear Regression

0.773

As we can see both the Linear Regression models has a moderate r2 score of 0.773.
Various regression models such as S-H model, ML model, MRBF model have been
implemented on predicting the number of views for YouTube videos in the past. Most of the
study focused on very initial statistics of a video to predict the future statistics, they
explored the sudden burst in views of a video, virality of a content with real world changes.
Current study lacks the proper supervised dataset for conducting such complex regression
models, also features and label shows a normal positively skewed distribution nature in data
hence, a simple Logarithmic Linear Regression model is performed to predict the number of
views.
For classification problem Logistic Classifier stands out giving significant performance for
both the trending video’s lifecycle. Study conducts a binary classification problem for
predicting the lifecycle of a trending videos. Logistic Regression is one of the best classifiers
when it comes to classify a binary problem. Random Forest and Support Vector Machine
classifiers are also very good binary classifiers hence they have the second-best
performance in study. Whereas Gaussian Naïve Bayes classifier has the least significant
performance in the study. Naïve Bayes classifier makes some naïve assumptions for
classification and this classifier might work better if the dataset is a well maintained,
labelled dataset.
Current dataset is a transformed supervised dataset from an unsupervised dataset, still the
research managed a 62.52% decent accuracy for predicting the lifecycle of a trending video.
Study can achieve better improved results with an ideal supervised data.
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CHAPTER 6 – SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS
SCOPE AND LIMITATION
Scope –
Analysis of unstructured data in the form of unsupervised dataset is challenging. However,
Analysis of structured supervised data is much easier and more reliable. YouTube, Google’s
social media platform for videos, has over a billion users and averages billions of views per
day.
Forecasting is a science of predicting the dependent variable (label) based on its
independent correlated variables (features) using Machine Learning algorithms.
Classification and Regression algorithms used in the study provides the social giants
YouTube with useful business analysis necessary for making business decisions.
Many of forecasting’s involves analysis of supervised or unsupervised data. Study predicts a
YouTube’s trending video’s lifecycle with 62% accuracy by transforming unsupervised data
into supervised data. Hence, there is huge scope for improvement which can be obtained by
using much more complex and hybrid Machine Learning algorithms on a specific supervised
data collected for studies research question. Furthermore, research can explore the nonnumerical attributes such as Title, Description etc. contribution combined with current
model in future.
There is scope in exploring a video’s sudden decline from popularity. Study can further add
and analyse a third lifecycle of a trending video which is its decline from the trending page.

Limitation –
The main limitation in this research is the initial unsupervised dataset. Study could not
implement unsupervised machine learning algorithms such as Deep Learning as the samples
and features in the dataset are limited as well.
Good statistics of samples helps achieve better prediction results.
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CHAPTER 7 – CONCLUSION
Popularity is often considered a random act. Thesis analyzed YouTube’s trending video’s
lifecycle forecasting aspect to understand the randomness of a video’s virality for academic
and business perspective.
Thesis implemented five classification models namely Random Forest, SVM, Decision Tree,
Logistic Regression and Gaussian Naïve Bayes to explore the research question that is
‘Comparative analysis of Machine Learning algorithms for YouTube trending video’s life
cycle prediction by analysing YouTube’s trending videos statistics data’. Comparative studies
analysis concludes that Logistic Regression, Random Forest, and Support Vector Machine
(SVM) classifiers give better performance for predicting the lifecycle of YouTube’s trending
Videos. K-fold Cross Validation method evaluates the model results and help research
confirm the findings. Study also concludes the scope of better classification results by
performing the existing methodology on a better supervised dataset.
Research implemented a simple Logarithmic Linear Regression algorithm to predict the
number of views for a YouTube trending video. Study findings conclude that basic Linear
Regression model gives a moderate accuracy percentage of 77.3% with help of limited
features. Hence, there is scope of obtaining better accuracy by implementing hybrid S-H,
MRBF model with the current study on a better supervised dataset with added numerical
and non-numerical features.
Study successfully implemented the Machine Learning algorithms on an unsupervised
dataset and analysed the findings to compare and select the best classification models for
predicting YouTube’s trending video’s lifecycle.
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